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Abstract
Legend is interpreted as one of the genres of oral folklore that describes the heroes' attitudes, social movements,
and local customs. Substantially, the code as a cultural product contains locality that reflects the culture of the
local community. As the city of culture, Cirebon is known to have many historical heritages related to legends.
Among them are the tales of Lawang Gede and Tamansari Balong sites in Gunung Jati District, Cirebon
Regency. The researcher hopes this research can contribute to cultural literacy, which is a 21st-century skill. This
research is a descriptive qualitative study with an ethnographic approach. In obtaining the data, the researchers
use interview, observation, and documentation techniques. The data will be processed and validated using
triangulation. Data analysis activities consist of data reduction, data presentation, and verification. The results
showed that the traditional Ngunjung ceremony in Mertasinga Village and Grogol Village in Cirebon Regency is
a form of locality related to the Legenda of Lawang Gede and Tamansari Balong Sites.
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INTRODUCTION
As a noble heritage, in general, each region has a legend related to the local community's
culture. Haviland (1984: 230) and Frizer (2008: 169) explains that code is defined as a semihistorical story that describes the actions of the heroes' attitudes, population movements, and
the creation of local customs. In this case, Cirebon is known as a cultural city that has a
variety of local businesses related to folklore or local legends. In terms of myth, code is a folk
prose story that the owner of the account as an event that occurred in a secular nature,
appeared in an earlier period, and took place in the world as we know it today
(Danandjaja, 2007: 66).
Legend, as one of the genres of oral folklore, is known as a collective cultural product
containing local wisdom. According to Endaswara (2013: 2 ), mythology is interpreted as a
reflection of the self and collective human habits. Folklore has a familiar spirit and property,
which is an expression of a cultured society. Therefore, folklore, tradition, and collectivity
cannot be separated because they are bound together when they are more adequate. By the
term folklore is also interpreted as the majority culture of a collective is inherited from
generation to generation, the collective range of what are traditionally in a version different,
either in the form of oral and examples that accompanied the gesture or auxiliaries remember
(Dorson, 1972: 2 and Barone, 2011: 60 ). As one kind of folklore, the legend is known as the
people's oral literature as a concept containing earth and locality characteristics as attributes
(Nakano et al., 2009: 2563). Local wisdom is defined as the values and norms that apply in a
society believed to be accurate and become a reference in daily actions or behavior (Hafid et
al., 2015: 7). Through Fatimah's research, Sulistyo and Saddhono (2017), with the title
“Local Wisdom Values in Sayu Wiwitan Folklore As The Revitalization of Behavioral
Education," it is known that Sayu Wiwitan's story contains local wisdom values including
self-confidence, creativity, and surrender.
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Substantially, the legend as a cultural product contains local wisdom and has local colors that
reflect the culture of the local community. Local color is defined as a careful painting of the
background, dialect, customs, way of dress, way of thinking, way of feeling, and so on from a
particular area (Abrams, 1999: 145). In terms of color means a pattern or variety (the nature
of something), while local means it occurs (applies, exists, etc.) in a place, is not evenly
distributed; local (Sugono, 2008: 838). The presence of folklore in the form of legends and
myths contains local colors that become an identity for the area's people (Stevens, 2017: 31).
Based on some of these views, it can be seen that local colors are a pattern or variety that
occurs in an area and cannot be separated from the cultural elements that surround it, such as
dialects, customs, ways of dressing, ways of thinking and other cultural factors.
Oguma's research results (2015) by the title The Study of Japan through Japanese Folklore
Studies show that folklore studies in the form of legends can introduce aspects of local
community life. This folk prose introduces aspects of Japanese society, including family,
kinship and social community, belief systems, ceremonies (rituals), celebrations and
performing arts, oral traditions, and cultural heritage objects. The research related to local
colors in folklore and legends was carried out by Maulidiah and Saddhono (2019) by
title Cultural Forms and Educational Values in Putri Jelumpang's Folklore: A Study of
Literary Anthropology. Information was obtained that the results of cultural forms contained
in stories or legends in West Kalimantan. This includes forming ideas or ideas about the
relationship between humans and nature, character activity related to life tools, and the
religious system.
Based on these reviews, researchers are interested in tracing the legends found in an
area, especially Cirebon Regency. To find a form of culture into local color local
communities. Based on the results of researchers' observations, it is known that Cirebon
Regency, especially the Gunung Jati sub-district, is known as an area that has much cultural
heritage.
Several heritage sites evidence this to the Singopuro Kingdom, including the Lawang
Gede Site and the Tamansari Balong Site, located in Mertasinga Village, Cirebon
Regency. The purpose of this study is to reveal the local colors contained in the legends of
the Lawang Gede and Taman Sari Balong sites so that they can contribute to cultural literacy.
METHODS
Research methods can be interpreted as steps owned and carried out by researchers to collect
information or research data. Creswell (2014: 185-186) reveals that the research method
provides an overview of the research design, including procedures and steps that must be
carried out, research time, data sources, by what steps the data are obtained, processed, and
analyzed. In this study, researchers used qualitative methods—the research location at
Mertasinga Village, Gunung Jati sub-district, Cirebon regency conducted in October 2020.
Researchers used an ethnographic approach to tracing local color in the legend Lawang Gede
and Taman Sari Balong sites. Ethnographic studies are qualitative research procedures to
describe, analyze, and interpret cultural groups' elements, such as patterns of behavior,
beliefs, and language that develop over time (Creswell, 2014:183).
In this study, there are two types of data, namely primary data and secondary data.
Preliminary data in this study was obtained directly from the informants related to the local
color and legends Lawang Gede and Taman Sari Balong as historical sites. Secondary data
were obtained from literature studies, journals, and data from various related agencies and
institutions. Data collection techniques in this study are through interviews, observation, and
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documentation. The validity of the data is tested using triangulation of data sources. The
analysis technique chosen by the researcher is the interactive analysis model of Miles &
Huberman (1994:10-11), which consists of three activities together, including data collection,
data reduction, data presentation, and drawing conclusions or verification.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Based on interviews with indigenous stakeholders in Mertasinga, namely Elang Panji Jaya
and supported by the script Purwaka Caruban Nagari created by Prince Kararngen, Reader
Nagara Kertabhumi created by Prince Wangsakerta known that as a heritage cultural site
Lawang Gede (Lawang Siblawong) at Mertasinga village its existence is ancient, going
through a very long historical period like the archaeologists and historians who conducted
research related to the site. Lawang Gede is a relic of the Early Mertasinga Kingdom,
subsequently re-established by Prince Suryanegara during the Last Mertasinga Kingdom.
The Lawang Gede site strengthens its support for the Mertasinga Awal Palace's existence in
the middle of the 14th, which is commonly called the KARATUAN SINGHAPURA
(Keratuan Singhapura Paradyeng Mertasinga), which means the Kingdom of Singhapura with
its capital Mertasinga. As a development area for the Galuh Pakuan Kingdom on the Java
Coast. This kingdom is a beginner who initiated the establishment of the kingdom of Islam
Cirebon established by Mbah Kuwu and his nephew Prince Cakrabuana. Sheikh Sharif
Hidayatullah bloody mix an n Arabic-Sundanese.
On the one hand, the researcher interviewed Mr. Hasanudin as the Kliwon of Mertasinga
Village to strengthen data collection results related to the Singhapura Kingdom. Based on the
interview results, it is known that during the time of Early Singhapura, the kingdom was led
by Prince Surawijaya Sakti and his wife, Nyi Mas Indang Saketi. Duke comes from
Padjadjaran Pakuwan, i.e., Crown King Lingga Buana. He died in Bubat War. As for Nyi
Mas Indang Saketi, she comes from the village of Saudi Arabia with her real name, Siti
Hanifah. As evidence that the empress of Arab origin is the tradition Riaya Agung, the
practice every night of Eid al-Adha all descendants Nyi Mas Indang Saketi implement
sungkeman / worship ancestors pangabakti to be held on the evening. Therefore, in the
Cirebon area, there is the term Riaya Agung which currently means the Great Day (Idul
Adha).
The marriage between Prince Sura Wijaya Sakti and Nyi Mas Indang Saketi was blessed with
Nyi Mas Ratu Ratna Basket and Nyi Mas Ratu Rara Ruda, born in Wanagiri. In his life, Nyi
Mas Ratu Ratna Basket married Kijumanjan Jati / Ki Ageng Tapa, while Nyi Mas Ratu Rara
Ruda married Dham Pho Hwang / Dham Pow Awang. Ki Ageng Tapa came from Galuh
Pakwan, the younger brother of Pangeran Sura Wijaya Sakti. Dham Pho Huang is a great
merchant from Nagari Campa / China and, at the same time, a great scholar and eunuch. The
marriage between Nyi Mas Ratu Ratna Basket and Ki Ageng Tapa was blessed with a
daughter, namely Nyi Mas Ratu Agung Subang Larang / Subang Basket / Larang Tapa, who
was later married to Prabu Siliwangi / Raden Pamana Rasa / the Great King of the Padjajaran
Kingdom. As a father and the King of the Kingdom of Singapore, Ki Ageng Tapa asked
Sheikh Hasanudin or Sheikh Quro to lead the Grand Marriage ceremony between Nyi Mas
Ratu Agung Subang Larang and Sri Baduga Prabu Siliwangi. The event was held in Budiraja
Mertasinga (Kaputren / Capital of the Kingdom of Singapore) and invited the rulers of the
Kingdom of Selawe Negara.
Through their marriage, they were blessed with three children, namely: 1 ) Raden
Walangsungsang (Pangeran Cakrabuana or Mbah Kuwu Cirebon), 2) Nyi Mas Ratu R ara
Santang (Nyi Mas Ratu Syarifah Mudaim), and 3) Raden Kian Santang. In this case, Raden
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Walangsungsang married Nyi Endang Geulis. As for Nyi Mas, Rara Santang married Syarif
Abdullah of Bani Ismailiyah. Through their marriage, they were blessed with two sons,
namely Syekh Syarif Hidayatullah (Sunan Gunung Jati), known as the king of the Islamic
Kingdom at Cirebon, and Syekh Syarif Nurullah as the heir of the Egyptian Islamic
Kingdom.
Regarding this, at that time, Mertasinga became the central area of the Kingdom of
Singapore. In this case, the site Lawang Gede is soldiers of the kingdom always guard a
door/gate entrance leading to the Kingdom of Sing h aura. At that time, all activities and trade
were carried out by sea or river. Lawang Gede is a place for boats from various kingdoms to
be anchored in the archipelago and abroad. Di Mertasinga there is a river called Bondet River
and connect with Muara Jati Ship Harbour.

Figure 1.Lawang Gede or Lawang Siblawong (outside)
Source: 2020 research
Based on the interview results, it is known that at that time, Lawang Gede soldiers or guards
were assigned to inspect every visitor who wanted to enter the Kingdom of Singhapura from
the sea route.

Figure 2.Lawang Gede or Lawang Siblawong (looking in)
Source: 2020 research
Apart from Lawang Gede, in Mertasinga, there is also the Balong Tamansari Site. At that
time, the site was a place for the royal family's trial (rest).
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Figure 3.Tamansari Balong
Source: 2020 research
As a place of the former capital city of the Singhapura Kingdom, until now, Mertasinga is
known as the village that still retains the traditions in the form of traditional ceremonies. One
of them is Ngunjung, as the traditional ceremony carried out by residents of Mertasinga
Village and Grogol Village, Gunung Jati sub-district every year. The ceremony is held every
tenth month (October), which has kliwon Friday nights. If there is no Kliwon Friday night in
that month, the implementation will be postponed to the eleventh month (November), where
there is a Kliwon Friday night. The Ngunjung ritual in Mertasinga Village is held at the
Lawang Gede Site and the Balong Tamansari Site. The traditional ceremony procession goes
through several stages.
First, three months before the implementation, along with the village board, residents
deliberated for consisting of committee largest group Lawang Gede and largest group
Tamansari Balong. Second, seven days before the implementation day, namely on Friday
night, the committee and village officials left for Wanacala Village, Harjamukti District,
Cirebon Regency to notify the caretaker of the Prince Surya Janegara grave, which is
commonly referred to as customary rules. Then proceed with the War-War tradition, which is
carried out by 3-4 people who carry barring while notifying or announcing the villagers
about the Mertasinga Village Ngunjung ceremony's timing. Third, on Friday morning at
07.30, citizens, Mertasinga and Grogol Village gathered in the Hall Mertasinga, rushing to
make a pilgrimage to Prince Surya Janegara's grave Wanacala Village Harjamukti subdistrict, Cirebon Regency.
Fourth, on Friday at 2.00 pm after midday, custom-made Muter Gelang, namely ritual around
the village boundary. In this ritual, the village head or kuwu was picked up by two groups of
Payutra Soldiers from the Lawang Gede group and the Tamansari Balong group. They
picked up the village head to be delivered to the Village Hall, which all villagers attended.
After that, the village head which was sent by Payutra Soldier and the rest of the community
went to the house of the elder and traditional leader of Mertasinga Village, named Elang
Panji Jaya, to borrow an heirloom, namely a duplicate of the Panurat Penetep Panagama
Pasambangan Pusaka or in the form of a keris (as a symbol). The relic is then taken to the
Lawang Gede Site to be prayed for and carried around the village boundaries.
In this ritual, the community brings offerings, which are commonly called offerings
consisting of suro gumatung (plants or fruits that grow on trees) such as bananas, apples,
oranges, mangoes, guava, and so on; suro kependem (plants that grow below) such as
cassava, sweet potato, and others; suro veteran (plants that grow on top but do not hang on
trees) for example cucumber, watermelon, cantaloupe; agricultural use (agricultural products)
such as rice and corn; marine equipment and products such as fish, crabs, and green shells.
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As for people who make a living as employees, they use employee clothes (profession).
During the Muter Gelang ritual, residents from the eastern block went around to the west,
while residents from the western union went around to the east. After circling the village
boundaries, the heirloom was returned to the elders. Then the village head was brought back
to his house by Payutra Soldiers. The essence of the ceremony Muter Gelang is the head of
the village to see the condition of rural communities there remained, for check poultice or
limit or wates village to the other, a means of introducing the public of the citizens with the
other citizens as strengthen kinship.
Fifth, the Ruwatan event, which is praying together with flower water, will be distributed to
all villagers in need. Usually, residents who work as fishers use the water to water their boats.
Meanwhile, residents who work as farmers use the water to water the plants in their fields.
The residents believe that the water in the house brings blessings to their rice fields and sea
products. After the treatment program, there is also a tawasulan event, and every citizen
brings a benefit after the event. Sixth, wayang kulit performances are held all night or day and
night. Seventh, the closing of the ceremony Ngunjung, namely by lecturing at the site Lawang
Gede and trusted Tamansari Balong had on a weeknight.
According to the story developed in the community, the traditional ceremony of Ngunjung is
a sacred ritual centered on a holy place. One of them is in the position of the ancestor of
Mertasinga Village, named Pangeran Suryanegara. The same thing happened in the western
area of Mount Lawu. The results of Setiawan's research (2017) with the title " Upacara Adat
Tradisional Masyarakat Lereng Gunung Lawu, Kabupaten Karanganyar, Provinsi Jawa
Tengah: Suatu Wujud Interaksi Manusia dengan Alam " it is known that there is a traditional
ceremony in the western area of Mount Lawu which is centered on their ancestral place
named Kyai. Honggodito. In tradition, people bring various food types as offerings to the
punden, from agricultural products such as vegetables, fruits, tubers, and others. The
offerings are then prayed for together and then distributed to all residents.
CONCLUSIONS
The results showed that the Lawang Gede and Tamansari Balong sites' legends were related
to the heritage of the Singhapura Kingdom. Lawang Gede is the entrance to the Singhapura
Kingdom, known as the berth place for boats from various kingdoms in the archipelago and
abroad from the Bondet River's direction, which is connected to Muara Jati Harbor. As for,
the Tamansari Balong Site was a place for the trial (rest) of the royal family at that time. As
the central government area of the Singhapura Kingdom, Mertasinga Village still clings
firmly to the customs passed down from its ancestors. One of them is related to the Ngunjung
traditional ceremony held at the Lawang Gede Site and the Tamansari Balong Site. This
traditional ceremony is a local color that has been passed down from generation to
generation. In the ceremony, the residents made a pilgrimage to the ancestral grave of
Pangeran Surya Janegara as Ki Gede Mertasinga, performed the Muter Gelang ritual,
performed ruwatan or prayer together while carrying offerings, held wayang kulit and closed
with a public recitation ceremony.
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